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Abstract. We propose a new notion of vector commitment schemes with
proofs of (non-)membership that we call universal vector commitments.
We show how to build them directly from (i) Merkle commitments, and
(ii) a universal accumulator and a plain vector commitment scheme. We
also present a generic construction for universal accumulators over large
domains from any vector commitment scheme, using cuckoo hashing.
Leveraging the aforementioned generic constructions, we show that uni-
versal vector commitment schemes are implied by plain vector commit-
ments and cuckoo hashing.

1 Introduction

The problem of set membership (and non-membership) is ubiquitous in mod-
ern cryptography. Applications such as the revocation of authentication cre-
dentials, verifiable databases and cloud storage rely on efficient proofs for set
(non-)membership [CL02, BCD+17, SMP23, ZKP17, TBP+19, BdM94, BP97].
More recently, set (non-)membership has gained increased attention because of
its role in blockchain systems [BBF19]. One could imagine, for instance, a sys-
tem where users are able to demonstrate ownership of digital assets by proving
that they appear in some large public set.

Two of the most prominent mechanisms that support set (non-)membership
proofs are cryptographic accumulators and vector commitments. Briefly, a cryp-
tographic accumulator [BdM94] is a compact representation, acc, of a set of el-
ements S over some domain. It allows a prover to generate a short proof of mem-
bership (resp. non-membership) for any element that is accumulated (resp. not
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accumulated) in acc. A verifier can efficiently verify such proofs without access-
ing the entire set, using only the current digest acc. An accumulator is dynamic
if it supports efficient updates by allowing changes to acc through insertion (or
deletion) of elements. Furthermore, an accumulator that supports both proofs
of membership and non-membership is a universal accumulator (UA).

A vector commitment scheme (VC) [CF13] allows one to succinctly commit
to an ordered sequence of n values x = [x1 · · · xn] in a way that one can later
prove that the value xi is the ith committed element. For VCs, a generalized
notion of key-value commitments (KVaC) has also been suggested [AR20]. A
KVaC commits a map of key-value pairs with unique keys, where each key is
associated with only one value.

Concrete constructions for universal vector commitments. Vector commit-
ments have so far been defined to only support proofs of membership (i.e., a
value xi is in the ith position of the commitment). However, in certain appli-
cations, and usually for accountability reasons, one might also be interested in
proving that a value is not in the commitment. Supporting non-membership
proofs is thus an essential feature for accountable VCs, that is missing from
existing formalizations.

Consider for example a supply chain management system where a VC is
used to store various states of a product (a case where order matters), but non-
membership proofs may be needed to demonstrate that a certain product or
component is not part of the supply chain at a given point in time, which can
be essential for detecting counterfeit goods or unauthorized substitutions.

Other applications of VCs with a non-membership functionality include
storage of blockchain transactions where a user wants to prove exclusion of a
token from a transaction block [Kon19], or distributed file-storage where the
usual proofs of retrievability of a file [JK07, Fis19] could be extended to also in-
clude proofs that a certain illicit file is not being stored by the server.

1.1 Overview of our contributions

Defining universal vector commitments. In Section 3 we present the first for-
mal definition of a universal vector commitments (UVC) by extending the notion
of vector commitment schemes to include proofs of non-membership. In gen-
eral, such proofs of non-membership would allow one to prove that a value is
not at any position of the committed vector. This is analogous to a universal
accumulator where one can generate proofs for elements that are not accumu-
lated. The importance of formally defining UVC and its security properties is
further emphasized by the fact that existing constructions [Kon19, GV20] al-
ready realize the definition of UVC. However, lacking a formal treatment of
UVC, the existence of such properties was not immediately obvious, let alone
the underlying security guarantees.

Concrete constructions for universal vector commitments. A straightforward
way of building a UVC is to consider a Merkle tree with number of leaves equal
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to the domain size of the underlying set, with non-members represented as a
leaf node with some generic null value. Indeed, this approach was made some-
what practically efficient using a Sparse Merkle tree (SMT) [DPP16] for the
specific case of proofs of exclusion (of tokens from a transaction block) [Kon19].
In particular, the tokens excluded from the transaction are represented as (the
hash of) null nodes in a Merkle tree, and the corresponding proof of exclusion
as the Merkle path to the leaf. However, despite the use of SMT, the overall
storage requirement of this approach grows in proportion to the domain size.

Towards building secure UVC, we present two new constructions in Sec-
tions 4 and 5. Our first, more practical, construction based on Merkle commit-
ments is a translation of the ‘key accumulator’ given by Goyal and Vusirikala
[GV20]. Importantly, it offers compact proofs of inclusion/exclusion, and is
asymptotically space-optimal (among Merkle tree-based approaches). Our sec-
ond construction describes a generic way to build UVC from a (plain) VC and a
UA, demonstrating an interesting theoretical connection between these primi-
tives (see Figure 1).

A generic construction for universal accumulators. Given the conceptual sim-
ilarities of VCs, UAs and KVaCs, one wonders about the relationship between
these primitives. Interestingly, it was shown by Boneh et al. [BBF19] that VCs
can be built from UAs. In a recent concurrent work, Fiore et al. [FKP23] gave a
generic way to obtain UAs (and KVaCs) using VCs and Cuckoo Hashing (CH),
thus closing the circle on a longstanding question. In this work, we also present
a generic construction in Section 6 for (updateable) UAs from any VC, using
Cuckoo Hashing. Our generic construction thus gives one of the first UAs sup-
porting large domains (as opposed to the one from [CF13]). Looking ahead,
the two techniques are quite similar—although, [FKP23] take the opposite ap-
proach of arriving at UAs from the KVaC construction, whereas we build both
primitives directly. More generally we observe that our VC + CH abstraction
gives many important primitives that we summarize in Figure 1. A particu-
larly interesting observation here is that UVCs are implied by the VC + CH
abstraction; this follows as a consequence of our two aforementioned generic
constructions.

UA
VC

(6.1)

CH

[BBF19]

+

(5.1) UVC

Fig. 1. The relationship between VCs, UAs and KVaCs.

Further, by appropriately instantiating our generic construction for UAs,
we obtain (i) a UA from the SIS problem that is comparably efficient with exist-
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ing lattice-based constructions and (ii) the first UA based on the standard RSA
assumption.

Lastly, we outline even more applications of the VC + CH abstraction to-
wards building KVaCs, and verifiable Registration-based Encryption [GV20]1

in Appendix A.

Remark 1. VCs can also be defined to have the additional hiding property. In-
formally, a vector commitment is hiding if an adversary, having seen a subset of
the commitment openings, does not learn anything about the remaining com-
mitted values. In this work, we only focus on the standard binding property of
UVC and invite further inquiry into the interesting open problem of defining
and constructing hiding UVCs.

2 Preliminaries

We denote the set of all positive integers up to k as [k] := {1, . . . , k} and the set
of all non-negative integers up to k as [0, k]B {0} ∪ [k]. We use lowercase bold-
face letters to denote vectors and uppercase bold-face letters for matrices. For
a vector x, xi denotes its ith element. We summarize all important notation in
Table 1.

Symbol Meaning
λ security parameter
n input dimension of vector commitment
S number of accumulated elements in an accumulator
S ′ maximum supported number of accumulated elements
D size of domain of individual input elements
m number of hashes in cuckoo table
ℓ image size of cuckoo table hashes

Table 1. Our notation.

2.1 Vector Commitments

We now review the definitions of vector commitments as introduced in [CF13].

Definition 1 (Vector Commitment Scheme). A vector commitment scheme over
a message spaceM is a tuple of algorithms ΠVC = (Setup,Commit,Open,
Verify) defined as follows:

• Setup(1λ,1n)→ pp. Takes as input the security parameter 1λ and the size of
the input vector 1n where n = poly(λ), and outputs the public parameters pp.
All algorithms below take pp as input, but we omit it for notational clarity.

• Commit(x) → (com,aux). Takes as input a vector x ∈ Mn, and outputs a
commitment com and possibly some auxiliary information aux.

1Due to the narrow scope of this particular observation, we limit the associated discus-
sions only to the appendix.
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• Open(com,x, i,aux)→ π. Takes as input a commitment com, an element x ∈
M, an index i ∈ [n] and auxiliary information aux, and outputs a proof π for x.

• Verify(com,x, i,π)→ {0,1}. Takes as input a commitment value com, an ele-
ment x ∈M, an index i ∈ [n] and a proof π, and outputs 0 or 1.

A vector commitment scheme must satisfy the following properties:

• Correctness: For security parameter λ, for all n = poly(λ) and any input
vector x = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ∈ Mn, a vector commitment scheme satisfies cor-
rectness if:

Pr

Verify(com,x, i,π) :
pp← Setup(1λ,1n)

(com,aux)← Commit(x)
∀i ∈ [n], π←Open(com, i,x,aux)

 ≥ 1−negl(λ).

• Position binding: For security parameter λ and for all n = poly(λ) for all
ppt adversaries A, a vector commitment scheme is position binding if:

Pr

x,y ∈M ∧ x , y
∧ Verify(com,x, i,π) = 1
∧ Verify(com, y, i,π′) = 1

: pp← Setup(1λ,1n)
(com,x,y, i,π,π′)←A(pp)

 ≤ negl(λ).

2.2 Universal Accumulators

An accumulator may be trapdoor-based or trapdoorless. A trapdoor accumulator
is characterised by the presence of a trusted authority known as an accumula-
tor manager who holds some secret trapdoor information (such as a secret key)
that allows them to perform add and delete operations on the accumulated set.
Reyzin et al. [RY16] additionally define witness-holders and third-party users of
the protocol. Trapdoorless accumulators, on the other hand, do not require a se-
cret trapdoor, thus dismissing the need for a manager. Instead, witness-holders
acting as provers in the protocol must keep track of the current accumulated
set and some other auxiliary information to be able to perform add and delete
operations. In our definition below, we primarily focus on the trapdoorless set-
ting.

We now review the definitions for cryptographic accumulators, as intro-
duced by [BdM94] along with the universal extension of [LLX07]. Our defini-
tion considers an updateable accumulator which allows for insertion and dele-
tion without the efficiency requirement of dynamic accumulators.

Definition 2 (Updateable Universal Accumulator). An updateable universal
accumulator over some domain X is a tuple of algorithms ΠUA = (Gen,Add,
Delete,MemWitCreate,NonMemWitCreate,VerifyMem, VerifyNonMem) defined as
follows:

• Gen(1λ) → (state0,acc0). Takes input the security parameter, and outputs
an initial state state0 = (S0,aux) where S0 = ∅, and acc0 is the accumulator’s
initial value.
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• Add(acct ,statet ,x)→ statet+1,acct+1. Takes as input the current accumula-
tor value acct , state statet = (St ,aux) where St is the set of currently accumu-
lated elements, and an element x ∈ X to be added to the accumulator. Outputs
the new state statet+1 = (St+1,aux) and the updated accumulator value acct+1.

• Delete(acct ,statet ,x) → statet+1,acct+1. Takes as input the current accu-
mulator value acct , state statet = (St ,aux) where St is the set of currently ac-
cumulated elements, and an element x ∈ X to be deleted from the accumulator.
Outputs the new state statet+1 = (St+1,aux) and the updated accumulator value
acct+1.

• MemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)→ wx
t . Takes as input the current accumulator

value acct , state statet = (St ,aux) where St is the set of currently accumulated
elements, and an element x ∈ X . Outputs a membership witness wx

t for x.
• VerifyMem(acct ,x,w

x
t )→ {0,1}. Takes as input the current accumulator value

acct , an element x ∈ X and its membership witness wx
t , and outputs 0 or 1.

• NonMemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)→ wx
t . Takes as input the current accumu-

lator value acct , state statet = (St ,aux) where St is the set of currently accumu-
lated elements, and an element x ∈ X . Outputs a non-membership witness wx

t
for x.

• VerifyNonMem(acct ,x,w
x
t )→ {0,1}. Takes as input the current accumulator

value acct , an element x ∈ X and its non-membership witness wx
t , and outputs

0 or 1.

The properties satisfied by an updateable universal accumulator are as follows:

• Correctness (for positive accumulator): For security parameter λ, and val-
ues St = {y1, y2, . . . , yx−1,x,yx+1, . . . , yt} ⊆ X for any t ≥ 1, correctness of the
membership witness requires that

Pr


VerifyMem (acct ,x,w

x
t ) = 1 :

(state0,acc0)← Gen(1λ)
∀yi ∈ S, (statei ,acci)← Add(acci−1,statei−1, yi)

wx
t ←MemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)

 = 1

• Correctness (for negative accumulator): For security parameter λ, and
values {y1, y2, . . . , yt} ⊆ X for any t ≥ 1, correctness of the non-membership
witness requires that for any x ∈ X

Pr



VerifyNonMem (acct ,x,w
x
t ) = 1 :

(pp,state0,acc0)← Gen(1λ)
∀i ∈ [t − 1], (statei ,acci)← Add(acci−1,statei−1, yi)
x ∈ St−1⇒ (statet ,acct)← Delete(acct−1statet−1,x)

x < St−1 ∧ yt , x⇒ (statet ,acct)← Add(acct−1,statet−1, yt)
wx
t ← NonMemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)


= 1

A universal accumulator is correct if it satisfies correctness for both positive
and negative accumulators. In terms of security, an accumulator should satisfy
the soundness property of set binding.
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• (Strong) Set binding: For security parameter λ, for all ppt adversaries A
the set-binding property with respect to membership requires that

Pr


VerifyMem(acct ,x,w

x
t ) = 1 ∧

VerifyNonMem(acct ,x,w
x
t ) = 1 :

(pp,state0,acc0)← Gen(1λ)
(x,acct ,w

x
t ,w

x
t )←A(pp,state0,acc0)

 ≤ negl(λ),

Both notions have a natural intuitive appeal. Correctness requires that for
every element in (resp. not in) the accumulator, an honest prover can provide
a correct witness of membership (resp. non-membership). Soundness says that,
with all but negligible probability, a dishonest prover must not be able to si-
multaneously provide a membership and a non-membership witness for the
same value.

For comparison, we also show the more standard soundness assumption
used in prior constructions of universal accumulators, which we refer to as weak
set binding. The main difference is that weak binding restricts the adversary to
interacting with the accumulator via oracles, hence we may assume that the
accumulator is constructed honestly according to the protocol.

(Weak) Set binding: For security parameter λ and accumulated set At , for
all ppt adversaries A the set-binding property with respect to membership re-
quires that

Pr


(VerifyMem(acct ,x,w

x
t ) = 1 ∧ x < St) ∨

(VerifyNonMem(acct ,x,w
x
t ) = 1∧ x ∈ St) :

(pp,state0,acc0)← Gen(1λ)
(x,St ,w

x
t )←AAdd,Delete(pp,state0,acc0)

 ≤ negl(λ),

2.3 Cuckoo hashing

Cuckoo hashing [RP04] is a type of open-addressing technique that gives a dic-
tionary with worst-case constant lookup and deletion, and expected amortized
constant-time insertion operations. The main idea is to maintain multiple hash-
tables, each keyed by a different hash function. A value is inserted by keying
into the first table and bumping any colliding value into its keyed position in
the next table. This process must be repeated for every collision, until the val-
ues stabilize. As a value can only be one of m positions, it follows that both
deletion and lookup operations can be performed in constant time. Some addi-
tional care is necessary with insertion as the process can fail to stabilize. This
runaway condition occurs when a particular value revisits its original position
at the beginning of the current process. The resolution to this issue is to simply
stash the orphaned value. This gives an expected amortized constant run-time
for insertion. We now formally describe this construction, and direct the reader
to the original paper [RP04] for a thorough analysis.
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Let hi : U → {1 + (i − 1) · ℓ, . . . , ℓ + (i − 1) · ℓ} for i ∈ [m] be hash functions
associated with table T, such that |T| = mℓ.

• insert(x,T)
1. If lookup(x) ,⊥, do nothing and return T.
2. For i = 1 to m do:

- If T [hi (x)] = ∅, set T [hi (x)]← x and return T.
- Otherwise, swap x↔ T [hi (x)].

3. If x , ∅, call insert(x,T).
4. Return T.

• delete(x,T)
1. For i ∈ [m], set T [hi (x)]← ∅ if T [hi (x)] = x.
2. Return T.

• lookup(x,T)
1. Set pos←⊥.
2. For i ∈ [m], set pos← hi (x) if T [hi (x)] = x.
3. Return pos.

Fig. 2. Cuckoo hashing

A cuckoo hash comprises of a hash table, T ∈ Umℓ. With each chunk of
length ℓ, there is an associated hash function hi : U → {1+(i−1)·ℓ, . . . , ℓ+(i−1)·ℓ}.
For any key x ∈ X ⊆ U we have that x is stored in at most one position hi(x).

Remark 2. The recent work of Yeo [Yeo23] proposes a more direct cryptographic
treatment of cuckoo hashing with the goal of achieving negligible construc-
tion failure probability — ie., the probability that a set of n elements can not
be added into the hash table according to a randomly sampled hash function.
While we do not formally state Yeo’s result here, we find that it is readily appli-
cable to our work.

3 Universal Vector Commitments

The definition of an universal vector commitment scheme, in addition to the
usual algorithms, consists of algorithms to prove and verify non-membership.
Specifically, the ProveNonMembership algorithm takes in a commitment value
com and an element x and proves that x does not belong to any component of
the vector x that corresponds to the commitment com. Formally, we have the
following definition:

Definition 3. We say a vector commitment scheme is universal if it includes addi-
tional algorithms ProveNonMembership,VerifyNonMembership described below:

• ProveNonMembership(com,x,aux)→ πx. Takes as input a commitment value
com, an element x ∈M, and auxiliary information aux and outputs a proof πx
that x is not an element of vector x whose commitment is com.
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• VerifyNonMembership(com,x,πx) → {0,1}. Takes as input a commitment
value com, an element x ∈ M, and a non-membership proof πx and outputs
1 (accept) or 0 (reject).

The algorithms above have the following properties:

• Correctness (for non-membership): For security parameter λ, any input
vector x = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ∈ Mn, and an x ∈ M but x < {x1, . . . ,xn}, a vector
commitment scheme with non-membership satisfies non-membership cor-
rectness if:

Pr


VerifyNonMembership(com,x,πx) = 1 :

pp← Setup(1λ,1n)
com← Commit(x)

πx← ProveNonMembership(com,x,aux)

 ≥ 1−negl(λ).

• Soundness (element binding): For security parameter λ, and for all ppt
adversaries A, a vector commitment scheme has element binding if:

Pr


Verify(com, i,x,π) ∧
VerifyNonMembership(com,x,π) = 1 :

pp← Setup(1λ)
(com,x, i,π,π)←A(pp)

 ≤ negl(λ).

4 Universal Vector Commitments from Merkle Trees

We now describe our Merkle tree based construction with non-membership
proofs over a totally ordered message space M. This construction closely fol-
lows the “key accumulator” of [GV20], re-written using the UVC syntax. Our
main observation here is that this key accumulator quite readily gives an ef-
ficient vector commitment with non-membership. As previously stated, this
construction is space-optimal among Merkle tree-based approaches since it
does not require leaves with null values for proving exclusion. Instead, non-
membership of a value x is demonstrated by proving that two committed values
xlo, xhi such that xlo < x < xhi are adjacent in the tree2. Thus, this construction
gives a viable alternative for size and space efficient proofs of exclusion using
Merkle commitments.

4.1 Construction

Let H :D→ {0,1}λ be a CRHF over some domain D. We define a vector commit-
ment scheme with non-membership ΠMT

VCNM = (Setup,Commit,Open,Verify,
ProveNonMembership,VerifyNonMembership) over message spaceM as follows:

2For soundness, we must also show that the leaves are stored in sorted order.
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• Commit
(
x =

[
x1 · · · xn

])
→ com. It creates a Merkle commitment to x such

that each leaf node, nodei B (0||0λ||xi ||0λ) and each interior node, nodel,r B
(1||H(nodel)||Γ ||H(noder )) where nodel (resp. noder ) is the node to the left
(resp. right) of nodel,r and Γ ∈M is the greatest value contained in (the leaf
of) its left subtree3. It returns the root node rootC com as the commitment.

• Open(com, i,xi) → π. For j ∈ {i − 1, i, i + 1}, it parses the jth leaf node,
nodej as (0||0λ||x′j ||0

λ). If x′i , xi , it outputs ⊥ and continues otherwise. It
then outputs π B (pathi−1,pathi ,pathi+1) where each pathj consists of the
collection of nodes from nodej = nodej to root.

• Verify(com,xi , i,π)→ {0,1}. It first parses π as a set of three path collec-
tions. Then, for each j ∈ [3], it parses pathj as {nodej,1,nodej,2, . . . ,nodej,dj }
for tree depth dj (thus nodej,dj ≡ nodej ), and performs two types of checks:
(i) Path correctness. It checks that nodej,1 = root. Next, each node nodej,k

is in turn interpreted as (bj,k ||lj,k ||Γj,k ||rj,k). For each 1 < k < dj , it checks
whether nodej,k+1 is a left or right child of its parent, i.e., whether
H(nodej,k+1) = lj,k or rj,k . If it is a left (resp. right) child it checks that
Γj,k′ ≤ Γj,k (resp. Γj,k′ ≥ Γj,k) for all k′ > k. For each k < dj , it checks that
bj,k = 1 and conversely that that bj,dj = 0.

(ii) Adjacency check. Firstly, it checks that Γ1,d1
< Γ2,d2

= xi < Γ3,d3
. Let κ be

the largest common prefix of the three paths, i.e., node1,k = node2,k =
node3,k for all k ≤ κ. It checks that Γ1,κ = Γ1,d1

, and that l1,κ = H(node1,κ+1),
and r1,κ = H(node3,κ+1). Finally, letting h2 B H(node2,κ+1), for all k > κ,
if h2 = r1,κ it checks that r1,k = H(node1,k+1), l2,k = H(node2,k+1) and
r2,d2−1 = H(node3,d3

); otherwise if h2 = l1,κ it checks that r2,k = H(node2,k+1),
l3,k = H(node3,k+1) and l2,d2−1 = H(node1,d1

)4.
If any of the checks fails, it outputs 0. Otherwise it outputs 1.

• ProveNonMembership(com,x)→ πx. It parses every leaf nodei as
(0||0λ||xi |0λ). It then performs a binary search on the xi ’s, if the value x is
found, it outputs ⊥ and continues otherwise. Via the aforementioned bi-
nary search, it finds leaf nodes nodelo and nodehi such that nodelo (resp.
nodehi) contains the greatest (resp. smallest) value smaller (resp. greater)
than x. It then outputs πB (pathlo,pathhi) where each pathj consists of the
collection of nodes from nodej to root.

• VerifyNonMembership(com,x,π)→ {0,1}. It first parses π as a set of two
path collections. Then, for each j ∈ [2], it parses pathj as {nodej,1, nodej,2,
. . . , nodej,dj } for tree depth dj (thus nodej,dj ≡ nodej ), and performs two
types of checks:
(i) Path correctness. It checks that nodej,1 = root. Next, each node nodej,k

is in turn interpreted as (bj,k ||lj,k ||Γj,k ||rj,k). For each 1 < k < dj , it checks
whether nodej,k+1 is a left or right child of its parent, i.e., whether

3This induces a binary search tree over the interior nodes.
4This checks that if the middle path is to the right of node·,κ, then the first path is com-

prised of nodes going rightward, the second path is comprised of nodes going leftward
and the third path ends in a node to the immediate right of the middle node. This is
similarly extended to the case when the middle path is to the left of node·,κ
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H(nodej,k) = lj,k+1 or rj,k+1. If it is a left (resp. right) child it checks that
Γj,k ≤ Γj,k+1 (resp. Γj,k ≥ Γj,k+1). For each k < dj , it checks that bj,k = 1 and
conversely that that bj,dj = 0.

(ii) Adjacency check. Firstly, it checks that Γ1,d1
< x < Γ3,d3

. Let κ be the
largest common prefix of the two paths, i.e., node1,k = node2,k for all
k ≤ κ. Check that Γ1,κ = Γ1,d1

, and that l1,κ = H(node1,κ+1), and r1,κ =
H(node2,κ+1). Finally, for all k > κ, it checks that r1,k = H(node1,k+1) and
l2,k = H(node2,k+1)5.

If any of the checks fails, it outputs 0. Otherwise it outputs 1.

Remark 3. Verification of (non-)membership can be easily extended for instances
where one of the paths is empty (this occurs at the end nodes). Without loss of
generality, assume that the left path, pathi−1) (resp. pathlo) is empty. Then, the
membership (resp. non-membership) verifier first performs the path correctness
check for the non-empty path(s). It then checks that Γ2,d2

= xi < Γ3,d3
(resp.

x < Γ3,d3
) and also performs the adjacency check for node2 and node3. Lastly, the

verifier must ensure that node2 (resp. nodehi) holds the smallest value in the
tree by checking that every node along the path to the root is a left child of its
parent. It outputs 0 if any of the checks fail, and 1 otherwise.

Security. Below, we present our main theorems concerning the security of Con-
struction 4.1.

Theorem 1. Let H be a collision-resistant hash function, then ΠMT
VCNM(Setup,Commit,

Open,Verify,ProveNonMembership,VerifyNonMembership), constructed as in Con-
struction 4.1 is position binding.

Proof. If an adversary A, given the public parameters of the protocol, outputs
(com,x,y, i,π,π) such that x , y and

Verify(com,x, i,π) = Verify(com, y, i,π) = 1

for some i ∈ [n], then somewhere along the paths to x and y, consider two

distinct nodes node(x)
i,k and node

(y)
i,k such that node(x)

i,k−1 = node
(y)
i,k−1. Clearly, such

a pair of nodes must exist since otherwise root(x) , root(y). We can thus define
adversary ACRHF that uses A to break collision-resistance of H. Specifically, it

finds two such nodes, ν0 B node(x)
i,k and ν1 B node

(y)
i,k and returns them. Since

node(x)
i,k−1 = node

(y)
i,k−1, it follows that H(ν0) = H(ν1). □

Theorem 2. ΠMT
VCNM = (Setup,Commit,Open,Verify,ProveNonMembership

VerifyNonMembership), constructed as in Construction 4.1 is element binding.

5This checks whether the first path is comprised of nodes going rightward, and the
second path is comprised of nodes going leftward.
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Proof. This essentially follows from the path correctness and adjacency check
of the membership and non-membership proofs. Concretely, suppose an ad-
versary A, given the public parameters of the protocol, outputs (com,x, i,π,π)
such that

Verify(com, i,x,π) = VerifyNonMembership(com,x,π) = 1

for some i ∈ [n]. Then, one of two cases must hold:

• Case I. (x ∈ x) : In this caseAmust find two adjacent leaf nodes node−1,node+1
in the tree such that x−1 < x < x+1 for a valid proof of non-membership.
However, if such a pair of values existed then either the adjacency check
fails during membership verification, or the leafs are not in sorted order.
In the latter case, the path correctness condition is violated, as the Γ val-
ues will violate the total order over the induced binary search tree on the
interior nodes. Thus if A is able to find such a pair of nodes, membership
verification will fail.

• Case II. (x < x) : In this case,A simply can not produce a valid middle path
such that Γ2,d2

= x. Thus it can not produce a successful proof of member-
ship.

Thus we conclude that such an adversary A can not exist. □

It follows that Construction 4.1 is a secure vector commitment scheme with
non-membership.

Efficiency analysis. Assuming the size of the message space, |M| = 2λ, the
total amount of storage needed to hold the full tree is O(nλ) which is asymp-
totically optimal. Further, both membership and non-membership proofs are
of size O(logn). Verification for a proof of (non-)membership requires checking
the correctness conditions for allO(logn) nodes, as well as adjacency conditions
between pairs of paths in time O(logn). The time to verify is thus also O(logn).

5 Universal Vector Commitments from Universal
Accumulators

We now describe our construction of an universal vector commitment, assum-
ing a universal accumulator and a vector commitment scheme without non-
membership. We present the construction below.

The main idea is straightforward — the commitment to a vector of values
according to ΠGen

UVC consists of, both, a commitment according to ΠVC as well as
the accumulated value of x according to ΠUA. The opening of a commitment for
some value xi ∈ x requires opening it to the position i and demonstrating that xi
is in the accumulated set. For non-membership of a value, the committer sim-
ply provides a proof that the value is not in the accumulated set. Intuitively,
this scheme has non-membership soundness as the set-binding of the under-
lying accumulator ensures that a dishonest committer cannot simultaneously
open a commitment to a value and also disprove that it was accumulated.
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5.1 Construction

Let ΠUA be a universal accumulator scheme with strong set binding and ΠVC
a vector commitment scheme with strong position binding. We define a vector
commitment scheme with non-membership ΠGen

UVC = (Setup,Commit,Open,Verify,
ProveNonMembership,VerifyNonMembership) as follows:

• Setup(1λ,1n)→ pp. It obtains the parameters for the vector commitment as
ppVC← VC.Setup(1λ,1n), and initialises the universal accumulator, (state0,acc0)←
UA.Gen(1λ). It outputs the protocol’s public parameters ppB (ppVC,state0,acc0).

• Commit
(
x =

[
x1 · · · xn

]
,aux = (state0,acc0)

)
→ com. It creates a commit-

ment to the vector x as com′ ← VC.Commit(ppVC,x). Then, for each i ∈ [n],
it accumulates xi as (statei ,acci) ← UA.Add(acci−1,statei−1,xi). Finally it
returns com B (com′ ,accn) as the full commitment and auxiliary value
auxB staten.

• Open(com, i,xi ,aux = staten)→ π. It parses com as (com′ ,accn). It then
runs the vector commitment opening algorithm πVC← VC.Open(com′ , i,xi)
as well as the accumulator membership algorithm πUA← UA.MemWitCreate(
accn,staten,xi). It returns the opening full proof πB (πVC,πUA).

• Verify(com,xi , i,π)→ {0,1}. It parses π as (πVC,πUA), and com as (com′ ,accn).
It returns the outcome of VC.Verify(com′ , i,xi ,πVC)∧UA.VerifyMem(accn,xi ,πUA).

• ProveNonMembership(com,x,aux)→ πx. It parses com as (com′ ,accn). It
then creates an accumulator non-membership proof πx← UA.NonMemWitCreate(
accn,staten,x) and outputs it.

• VerifyNonMembership(com,x,πx) → {0,1}. It parses π as (πVC,πUA), and
com as (com′ ,accn). It returns the outcome of UA.VerifyNonMem(accn,x,πx).

Security. Below, we present our main theorems concerning the security of Con-
struction 5.1.

Theorem 3. Let ΠUA be a universal accumulator and ΠVC be a vector commitment,
then
ΠGen

UVC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Verify, ProveNonMembership, VerifyNonMembership),
constructed as in Construction 5.1 is position binding.

Proof. If an adversary A, given the public parameters of the protocol, outputs
(com,x,y, i,π,π) such that x , y and

Verify(com,x, i,π) = Verify(com, y, i,π) = 1

for some i ∈ [n], then an adversary AVC can use A to break the position
binding property of ΠVC, since for the above equality to hold, we must have
that

VC.Verify(com0,x, i,π) = VC.Verify(com0, y, i,π) = 1 . □
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Theorem 4. Let ΠUA be a universal accumulator and ΠVC be a vector commitment,
then
ΠGen

UVC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Verify, ProveNonMembership, VerifyNonMembership),
constructed as in Construction 5.1 is element binding.

Proof. Suppose an adversary A, given the public parameters of the protocol,
outputs (com,x, i,π,π) such that

Verify(com, i,x,π) = VerifyNonMembership(com,x,π) = 1

for some i ∈ [n], then an adversary AUA can use A to break set binding
property of ΠUA, since we must have that

UA.VerifyMem(com1,x,π) = UA.VerifyNonMem(com1,x,π) . □

Thus, given a universal accumulator ΠUA, and a vector commitment ΠVC,
Construction 5.1 is a secure vector commitment scheme with non-membership.

6 Universal Accumulators from Vector Commitments

We give a generic technique for obtaining a universal accumulator from a vector
commitment scheme using cuckoo hashing. At a high level, the idea is to use
a vector commitment on a cuckoo hash table containing elements from the set
S being accumulated. A proof of membership for some element x ∈ S is then a
commitment opening to the position of x in the cuckoo hash table, and a proof
of non-membership for some element x < S is a commitment opening to all
positions that x could have been in the cuckoo hash table.

The resulting universal accumulator has the same membership proof size as
the underlying vector commitment scheme while non-membership proofs are
a factor of m larger (typically a small constant). Similarly, both prover and ver-
ifier computation is asymptotically the same as that of the vector commitment
scheme. Notably, if the underlying vector commitment scheme supports sub-
vector openings or batch proofs, the membership proofs for the accumulator
scheme can also trivially be aggregated or batched respectively. Unfortunately,
this does not translate to non-membership proofs as the proofs grow linearly
with the number of aggregated (resp. batched) proofs.

6.1 Construction

Let ΠVC be a vector commitment scheme over the message spaceM, let H : D→
M\ {0} be a CRHF over some domain D, and let H = {hi :M\{0} → {1+
(i − 1) · ℓ, . . . , ℓ + (i − 1) · ℓ} | ∀i ∈ [m]} be a family of public hash functions as-
sociated with a cuckoo hash ΠCH = (lookup, insert,delete). Then we define an
updateable universal accumulator scheme as follows:
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• Setup(1λ,1ℓ ,1m) → pp. It sets up the public parameters for the pp ←
VC.Setup(1λ) and outputs pp. All algorithms below take pp as input but
we omit it for notational clarity.

• Gen(1λ)→ (state0,acc0). It creates an empty cuckoo table T0 B 0ℓ·m and
defines the set, S0 B ∅, to be accumulated. It creates the initial commitment
acc0 ← VC.Commit(T0), and outputs the initial state state0 B (T0,S0) and
acc0.

• Add(acct ,statet ,x) → statet+1,acct+1. It updates St+1 B St ∪ {x}, Tt+1 B
CH.insert(H(x),Tt) and sets the new state statet+1 B (St+1,Tt+1). Finally it
computes the new accumulation value acct+1← VC.Commit(Tt+1) and out-
puts statet+1,acct+1.

• Delete(acct ,statet ,x)→ statet+1,acct+1. It updates St+1 B St \ {x}, Tt+1 B
CH.delete(H(x),Tt) and sets the new state statet+1 B (St+1,Tt+1). Finally
it computes the new accumulation value acct+1 ← VC.Commit(Tt+1) and
outputs statet+1,acct+1.

• MemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)→ wx. If x < St , it sets wx to ⊥ and returns.
Otherwise, it looks up the index i← CH.lookup(H(x),Tt) for x in the Cuckoo
Hash, and sets wx← VC.Open(pp,acct , i) and outputs it.

• VerifyMem(acct ,x,w
x
t )→ {0,1}. It returns the outcome of∨

i∈[m]

VC.Verify(pp,acct ,hi(H(x)),H(x),wx) .

• NonMemWitCreate(acct ,statet ,x)→ wx. If x ∈ St , it sets wx to ⊥ and re-
turns. Otherwise, it sets

wx B
⋃
i∈[m]

(Tt[hi(H(x))],VC.Open(pp,acct ,hi(H(x)))) .

• VerifyNonMem(acct ,x,wx)→ {0,1}. It parses wx as
{
(yi ,πi)

m
i=1

}
. and returns

the outcome of∧
i∈[m]

VC.Verify(pp,acct ,hi(H(x)), yi ,πi) = 1∧H(x) , yi .

It should be noted that in our universal accumulator construction, we do
not formally describe a mechanism for updating an existing proof for some
element. Instead, proof updates are done by re-running the witness creation
algorithms on the new accumulator value. While we do not rule it out entirely,
an efficient proof update is nonetheless challenging in our generic construction
for the simple reason that when an element is added into the set, a new com-
mitment to the updated table must be generated and every opening proof is
now with respect to this new commitment.

Security. Below, we present our main theorems concerning the security of Con-
struction 6.1.
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Theorem 5. Let ΠVC= (Setup, Commit, Open, Verify) is a vector commitment and
H be a family of hash functions, then Π = (Gen, Add, Delete, MemWitCreate,
VerifyMem, NonMemWitCreate, VerifyNonMem) constructed as given in Construc-
tion 6.1 is a universal accumulator.

Proof. As a lemma, we first argue that the values inserted and deleted from the
cuckoo table Ti at each time i ∈ [t] form a one-to-one correspondence with the
elements added and removed from the accumulated set Si at the same time. If
not, i.e. we have some i, j ∈ [t] such that yi , yj yet H(yi) = H(yj ), then we have a
break in the CRHF.

To show the correctness of VerifyMem, suppose the accumulator currently
represents state St , and x ∈ St . This implies there exists an j ∈ [t] such that
the operation performed was Add(pp,accj−1,statej−1,x) and for any k ∈ [t] such
that the operation was Delete(pp,acck−1,statek−1,x), k < j. Thus H(x) has been
inserted into the CH table and not been removed. Recall that once an element
is inserted into a cuckoo table, it always exists at a location defined by its im-
age under some hash hi , with future operations only swapping which of the m
hashes it uses. This implies there exists some i ∈ [m] such that position i in Tt
is H(x), which is the value returned by CH.lookup(H(x),Tt). By the correctness
of ΠVC, VC.Verify(pp, acct , hi(H(x)),H(x), wx) = 1 with probability 1 − negl(λ).
Hence by union bound VerMem(pp,acct ,x, MemWitCreate(pp,acct ,statet ,x)) ac-
cepts with probability
bounded below by 1−negl(λ).

Our proof of correctness for VerifyNonMem proceeds similarly: x < S im-
plies there is no i, j such that position j of Tt = hi(H(x)). By the correctness of
VC.Verify, VC.Verify(pp,acct ,hi(H(x)), yi ,πi) = 1 with all but negligible probabil-
ity for each i ∈ [m], thus VerifyNonMem accepts with all but negligible proba-
bility.

We now argue our accumulator is strong set binding. Suppose an adversary
is able to provide x, acct , w

x
t , and wx

t which breaks the set binding property.
From the correctness of VerifyMem, there exists an i ∈ [m] such that VC.Verify(pp,
acct ,hi(H(x)),H(x),wx

t ) = 1. From the correctness of VerifyNonMem, wx
t includes

(yi ,πi) such that VC.Verify(pp,acct ,hi(H(x)), yi ,πi) = 1 and yi , H(x). This vio-
lates the position binding property of ΠVC. □

Efficiency analysis. One can easily verify that our public parameter and mem-
bership proof sizes are exactly the same as the parameter and proof size of the
vector commitment scheme over a vector of m ·ℓ elements. Note that since each
element is from the image of a CRHF H(·), the size |M| of each element is O(λ)
rather than O(log |D |). As for our nonmembership proof, we output m copies of
a vector commitment opening along with elements from the VC message space,
hence the size is O(m ·V ), where V is the size of a single VC opening proof over
Mmℓ. Thus, we achieve our claimed domain-independence.

By applying the result of [Yeo23], we can build a cuckoo table with neg-
ligible failure probability (and hence an accumulator with all but negligible
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correctness) using m = O
(√

λ
log S ′

)
hashes, each containing ℓ = O(S ′) cells. In

practice, it is sufficient to set m to some small constant, e.g. m = 2. However,
this leads to failure probability 1

poly(λ) ; by including a definition of the cuckoo
hash functions along with the accumulator rather than as a one-time setup,
we may use the standard strategy of resampling the hash functions and cre-
ating a new table whenever a failure occurs. With this we achieve the desired
correctness probability at the cost of larger (expected) runtime and O(λ) addi-
tional accumulator size. Note that allowing the accumulator to use (potentially
maliciously-chosen) hash functions does not break the security of the accumu-
lator, as strong soundness only relies on the hashes being public deterministic
functions. At worst, adversarially-chosen cuckoo hashes reduces the efficiency
of insert and delete operations.

Optimizing for small domains. Our above construction and analysis assumes
that logD ≫ λ. In smaller domains where this is not the case, it is concretely
more efficient to omit the CRHF and instead operate directly onM = D. More
precisely, we define our cuckoo table T as a vector over D and during insert,
delete, and lookup we use x as input rather than H(x). This adds a factor of logD
to our accumulator and proof sizes, leading to the results claimed in Table 2.

6.2 Instantiations

Scheme Setup Assumption Binding |acc| |wx | |wx |
[YAY+18] Public SIS Weak logD logS logD logS logD
[dCP23] Public SIS Strong logD log2 S ′ logD log2 S ′ logD
[GV20] Public SIS Strong logD logS logD logS logD

Our Claim (1) Public SIS Strong logD logS ′ logD logS ′ logD
Table 2. Comparison of Lattice-based universal accumulator schemes. For brevity we
omit terms derived from the security parameter λ.

By appropriately instantiating our generic construction, we show that one
can obtain an efficient universal accumulators from SIS and standard RSA.

To briefly summarize the VC of [LLNW16]: it is a Merkle Tree using a hash
function derived from a public random matrix, with an additional step at each
layer to ensure the output is “small” in terms of the SIS problem. We may make
our construction dynamic by adding the improvements of [LNWX17], which
note that an update to one element of the input only requires updates to proofs
holding nodes on that element’s path to the root. The output of the hash (and
thus the size of the accumulator) is a single element from the domain, and an
opening proof is logS domain elements. Verification consists of recomputing
the root hash from the opened element and the siblings along the path to the
root. For our instantiation, our domain is fixed-size due to the CRHF. The input
size is the total number of cells in the cuckoo table rather than the total number
of accumulated elements, i.e. O(mℓ) = O(S ′) instead of O(S). So,
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Claim 1. Together with the vector commitment of [LLNW16] (or [LNWX17]) based
on the SIS assumption, we have a universal accumulator based on SIS.

In Table 2 we compare our instantiations with the state-of-the-art lattice-
based universal accumulators [YAY+18, dCP23, GV20]. Our instantiations have
competitive accumulated values and proof sizes for both membership and non-
membership.

Now, to briefly summarize the VC of [CF13]: given a large semiprime mod-
ulus N we have n bases s1 to sn and exponents e1 to en corresponding to the
indices in our VC. The commitment stores values mi ∈ M as s

µi
i , and the com-

mitment c is the product of these values. An opening proof for µi is the eth
i root

mod N of πi = Πj,is
µj
j , yielding the simple verification algorithm c = s

µi
i · π

ei
i .

The construction supports batch updates for both commitments and proofs for
the same cost as one update, thus our instantiation can easily support updating
all changes to the cuckoo table as a result from a single add or delete with no
additional overhead. So,

Claim 2. Together with the vector commitment of [CF13] based on the standard
RSA assumption, we have a universal accumulator based on standard RSA.

6.3 Generically Upgrading to VC to UVC

Finally, we observe that there is a compiler from any plain vector commitment
scheme to an universal vector commitment scheme:

Claim 3. Let ΠVC be a vector commitment scheme, and let ΠUA be a universal
accumulator built using ΠVC using Construction 6.1. Then the Construction 5.1
using ΠVC and ΠUA is a secure universal vector commitment scheme.

This construction’s opening proof consists of a ΠVC opening proof plus a
ΠUA membership proof, which as discussed in section 6 is itself a single ΠVC
opening proof. The non-membership proof is a single ΠUA non-membership
proof, which as discussed in section 6 is m ΠVC opening proofs, and m = 2 for
typical parameters. Thus our compiler adds non-membership proofs with just
a factor of 2 overhead on the original commitment scheme for both proof types.
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A More Generic Constructions from Cuckoo Hashing

As we previously asserted — the vector commitment and cuckoo hashing ab-
straction turns out to be quite useful for building many related primitives. This
is also summarized in the figure below.

UA
VC

UVC

(6.1)

KVaC

RBE

(A.2)

CH

[BBF19]

+

[FKP23]

(5.1)

WE+
[FKP23]

[FKP23]

vRBE

(A.1),

[AR20]

Fig. 3. Extended relationship between VCs, UAs, KVaCs and (v)RBEs.

In this section, we outline high-level constructions for Key-Value Commit-
ments [AR20] and Verifiable Registration-based Encryption Scheme [GV20].
Since these are essentially observations on exiting work, we do not give formal
definitions of these objects and instead direct the reader to the cited literature.

A.1 Dynamic Key-Value Commitments

The universal accumulator construction in Construction 6.1 can be generalized
further to obtain commitments for key-value maps. In particular, we can once
again leverage the cuckoo hashing technique in a manner identical to Construc-
tion 6.1 while modifying CH.insert to insert a key-value pair x = (k,v) ∈ K× V
according to key k as shown in Figure 4. Then, if all keys are unique, updates
can be performed by changing the value in the appropriate data field and gen-
erating a fresh commitment. The rest of the protocol behaves identically6.

The definition in [AR20] requires that a secure KVaC must satisfy key bind-
ing. Informally it says that it should be infeasible for any polynomially bounded
adversary with oracle access to Add, Delete and Update, to come up with an
honestly generated commitment and either two certificates to different values
under the same key, or a certificate for a value under a key not in the map. We
claim the the above construction satisfies this property.

Claim 4. Let ΠVC be a vector commitment scheme, then the KVaC construction
outlined above is key binding.
6This is basically also the construction in [FKP23] where they use two VCs to store k

and v separately whereas we store a single (k,v) tuple.
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Let hi : U → {1 + (i − 1) · ℓ, . . . , ℓ + (i − 1) · ℓ} for i ∈ [m] be hash functions
associated with table T, such that |T| = mℓ.

• insert(k,v,T)
1. If lookup(k) ,⊥, do nothing and return T.
2. For i = 1 to m do:

- If T [hi (k)] = ∅, set T [hi (k)]← (k,v) and return T.
- Otherwise, swap (k,v)↔ T [hi (k)].

3. If (k,v) , ∅, call insert(k,v,T).
4. Return h1(k),T.

• delete(k,T)
1. For i ∈ [m], set T [hi (k)]← ∅ if T [hi (k)] = (k, ·).
2. Return T.

• lookup(k,T)
1. Set pos←⊥.
2. For i ∈ [m], set pos← hi (k) if T [hi (k)] = (k, ·).
3. Return pos.

Fig. 4. Modified cuckoo hashing

Sketch. Note that it is impossible, by construction, for an adversary to come up
with two proofs for different values under the same key k (with respect to some
honestly generated commitment) given it can only perform a single insertion
under any k. Additionally, proving membership of a value under some key that
has not been inserted would amount to breaking position binding of the VC. So
the KVaC is key binding under insertion.

A.2 Verifiable Registration-based Encryption

Registration-based Encryption was introduced by Garg et al. [GHMR18] as an
alternative to Identity-based Encryption wherein a trusted central authority is
responsible for generating the user’s secret. In an RBE, users instead generate
their own keys and register themselves (with their public keys) with a central
authority known as the key curator, who in turn maintains the system state and
its public parameters for all registered users. Thus, an RBE facilitates a public
key infrastructure where parties can send encrypted messages knowing only
each others’ public keys (and identities), and the public parameters of the sys-
tem. To decrypt a message, the user must posses the corresponding secret key
and a piece of opening information that is retrievable via the curator. Besides
requiring traditional semantic security for encryption, an RBE scheme must
have compact public parameters, both encryption and decryption should be
sublinear in n, the number of registered users.

Verifiable RBEs were proposed by Goyal and Vusirikala [GV20] to introduce
accountability to the RBE curator. The requirement in a vRBE is that a mali-
cious curator must be able to prove unique registration (resp. non-registration)
for every registered (resp. unregistered) user. This is accomplished with the
help of two algorithms PreProve and PostProve that respectively capture the
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case of proving that a user is not yet registered and that a user has been (uniquely)
registered. While Goyal and Vusirikala give a Merkle Tree based construction
(their curator is essentially what we use in Section 4), it is clear with hindsight
that more generally, verifiability in RBE schemes can be achieved somewhat
generically if the curator uses a UA to store the public keys.

Fiore et al. [FKP23] gave an RBE construction from VC, CH and an RBE
scheme. For security, they additionally require a new primitive called witness
encryption for vector commitments (VCWE). A VCWE encrypts a message using
a VC and a value x at index i in the committed vector. Decryption is performed
via an opening proof for (x, i) with respect to the commitment. The registration
mechanism in their RBE proceeds by inserting the users’ identities into a CH
and committing to it with the VC (notice here the resemblance with our UA
construction). To encrypt a message, a user runs the VCWE with respect to the
receiver’s identity and position in the table. Using the opening proof for their
identity in the CH as the opening information, the receiver is able to decrypt
the ciphertext successfully7.

A straightforward observation is that their registration process is also our
UA construction from Section 6. Importantly for our purposes, this means that
their curator readily gives a vRBE when instantiated as per our Construction
6.1, where the pre- and post-registration proofs are the non-membership and
membership proofs respectively and the soundness of pre- and post-registration
verifiability follow from the soundness of the UA.

7We have omitted many technical details here as they would be redundant. Please see
[FKP23] for the construction.


